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CHAFF BR I 
The later!te deposits of a small part aroimd Lust-Rajgarh 
area, of Mirzapur District, U.P, was selected for the present 
investigation, mainly for the purpose of determining the mode 
of occurrence, mineralogy, composition and nature of these deposits. 
The Ic^ terites occur as isolated patches, usually concealed by a 
soil cover, over an area of atleast 3500 square km. However, 
only a few cursory observations w^re made in comr)arision with 
their vast extension, except Ahmad (1966) who has thrown some 
light on the genesis of these deposits. 
In an endeavour to un 'erstand the genesis, the laterites were 
studied for their light and heavy mineral fraction, clay mineral 
contents, chemical composition and mlneralogical variation under 
reflected light. Similarly, the Dhandraul Quartzltes were studied 
on the same lines as above. 
LOCATION OF THE AREA 
o 
The area under review lies between the latitudes of 8? 47* E 
to 82 52» E and longitudes of ?4° 50» to ^4° 53' 30" N», In the 
topographical sheet So. 63L/13. It forms a part of the Son Valley, 
situated In the Robertsgan^ Tehsll, Mirzapur District, U.P,(Plg,l). 
The area reported Is thus Luta and its surrounding localities, 
which are mainly Imlla, Dadra, Hlnauta, etc. 
COMMUNICATION 
The area Is approachable from Mirzapur via RobertsganJ, the 
distance being 80 km along a metalled road. Beside this there is 
also a railway station at Lusa on the Chunar - Churk branch line. 
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TOPOGRAPHY OF THE AREA.. 
The area forms a platform surrotmded on three sides by small 
hillocks, and cut across by the small seasonal rivers and nalas. 
The rain water thus falls there could easily carried away by 
these nalas. The water table Is rather shallow. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
The area has received the attention of several geologists 
who had earlier studied the geology of the area. Among them 
Mallet (1870), Auden (1933), Ahmad (1954,55,6?,66), Krlshnan and 
Swamlnathan (1958) and several others are worth to be mentioned 
here. All these workers have studied the Son Valley region with 
special emphasis on structure, stratlgraphlc position of the 
Vlndhyan and on the condition of their deposition and also on 
the pattenn of palaeocirrents during the lower and upper Vlndhyan 
times. Iftifortunately none of them have so far attempted to study 
the laterite deposits occurring ir this area, except a few 
cursory notes published as the outcome of lajrmen's observations 
Inspired by the economic aspect of different rock units. 
Ahmad (1966) has reported the occurrence of laterite beds 
near the Bhainsora reservoir In Varanasl district, about 50 km. 
eaat-north-east of the present area, where he observed that 
laterite deposits occurs as 'Intrusion' Into the joints and 
bedding planes and fractured planes of the Dhandaraul Quartzltes 
and they also dlsconformably overlie the quartzltes. The present 
area from whclh the study of laterltes has been undertaken Is 
in the westsoufth-west of the Bhalnsora Reservoir, nearly 50 km. 
All the outcrops of laterltes as pointed out by Ahmad (1966) 
occur as Isolated patches. Ahmad also has given some possllile 
genetic explanation for the laterite deposits and pointed out 
that younger Vlndhyan beds Including Dhandraul quarttltes were 
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penetrated by the Khajrabt^ t dykes, and these dykes were the 
feeders of the extensive trc-p beds that have covered the table-land 
near Marihan on the Mlrzapur road and north of Naugarh further 
CHAPTER II 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
Around the grt-nite massif of Bundelkhand In the heart of 
northern India, lies a vfc.st expuice of sedimentary rocks, extending 
in a great semicircle from near Agra (97 10'»78 ) in the northwest, 
towc^ rds Chittorgarh (?4 54*i74 4?') in the southeast. The 
sediments thus cover over 104,000 sq. km. of centril India. Another 
78000 sq. km. of sediments lie concealed below the lava of Deccan 
trt-p and the extent of the area over which the Vindhyan lies Mdcten 
under the alluvium of the Ganges is possibly of £. grei^ t order. 
The mo.ximum thickness of the Vindhyan sediments is recorded in the 
Dhar Forest areti, in the south-vestem part of the great Vindhyah 
basin. Marine sediments that mark the begin'-iing of the Vindhyan 
era have proved to be of gioat. economic value. They provide a 
vast reserve of raw materials for the manufactnre of cement. The 
Upper Vindhyan sediments cover wide areas than the lower Vindhvans 
and they overlie the older rocks both to the north and south of 
the llnlts of the lower Vindhyans. As far as the question of 
age of Vindhyan is concerned, the Vindhyans he ve now been proved 
as old as 1400 to 900 mllllcai years. 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
Our knowledge of the regional geology of the Vindhyan basin, 
in the Sen Valley, Mlrzapur district, is essentially based on the 
exhaustive woiks of Mallet (1870), Atiden (1933), Ahmad (196?!), 
Mlsra (1969) and others. According to Auden (1933. p.144) the 
Vindhyan succession In the Son Valley, Mlrzapur area Is as follow i 
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THE SEMRI SERIES 
Although the series is named after the Semri or Siamri river in 
Bijftwar district of M.?,, the representative area is in Son Valley, 
Mlrzapur distrlKt of U.P, The group comprises predominantly of 
dolomitesi limestones and shalftssome rhyolitic tuffs and glauoonite 
•andstonet. Some of the limestones are highly mainesia». The low»r limit 
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Is demareatad by a perslatant conglomeratt and the Upper boundry 
is a wtll recognisad toiconformlty. There are three marked are«is 
where the Semris are well exposed - (1) The first of these forms 
380 km* long terrain along the Son Valley in eastern end of the 
Vindhyan basin extending from Sasaram to the Son Harmada water 
shadei the maximum thickness near Agori is 1000 meters and 
progressively diminished to about 350 meters westward but Increases 
again near Rewa. (ii) The second belt extends for ^50 km. along 
the southern margin in the Bundelkhand massif from Chebu to Dhasan 
river, (iii) The third belt lies in the south-western end of the 
Vindhyan basin stretching for 16 km. north of Chlttorgarh to 
40 km. SE of Jhalara Patan. 
Misra (1969) pointed out that in the type area of southern 
Mirzapur, the semrl series begins with a thick horizon of conglo-
merates, comprising pebbles and Jasjer and quart zites. According 
to Dubey and Chowdhury (195f?) and Law (1954) the conglomerate of 
the Son Valley as also of Ken Valley in Bund.Ckhand is a glacial 
tillite associated with a distinct variety (Chowdhury 1953). The 
argtiments of these authort have not been accepted unanimously, 
Discussing the nature of basal conglomerate of the semri. series 
in the Son Valley, Lakshmennan (1968) has actually refuted their 
glacial origin. 
The succeeding member consists of the shales with lentides 
of limestone forming locally a very thick member of Kajrahat lime-
stone in the Son Valley. The Kajrahat limestone is succeeded by 
another locally developed formation consisting of vitroclastic 
tuffs and agglomerates. They have been silicified into porcella-
nites. The overlying Kheirijua stage in characterised by wide 
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spread occurrence of gl'ticonlte In the sandstones and clastic 
limestones end a characteristic development of the stromatolites. 
The stromatolites of the Favm limestone of the area is noteworthy. 
Kheirijuas are succeeded in the t3rpe area by a succession 
of alternating limestone and calcareous shales (the Rohtas stage 
of Auden 1933) 
Igneous Activity During Semri Time 
The tuffs cjid agglomerates of the porcellanlte stage in the 
Son Yalley represent an explosive type of volcenism. The basement 
ridge bet-weoci Khattai and Sahiwal (Bhattachar.1ee jet, al. 1964), 
a little to the west of the Auden area, is possibly related to 
this volcc^ nlc phase xrhich consists of the pouring out acid -
rliyolitlc composition. 
The Semris of the Sor Valley are also peretrated by doleritic 
dyke at Kajrahat (Basal stage), Patauela ( Kheirijua stage), 
Manchi (Top of Rohtas stage) and Bakia - Bagawan (Top of Rohtas 
stage). It is to be noted that the intrusives have no -vrtiere 
penetrated the overlying Kalmurs. It appears that the basic 
intrusive activity is pre-Kaimur but certainly post- Rohtas. 
THE KAIMUR SERIES 
In the Sen Valley the Kalmur Series consists two bands of 
quartisite in the lower division which may be gritty and conglo-
meratic and show current bedding. The lower quartzite passes 
upward Into flagstone and shal«s showing nipple marks and sun-
cracks and these Into bedded micaceous and carbonaceous shales 
with slderitic bands. Ihterbedded with these, are banded and 
jointed porcellaaltes, fragmanti of which are found in the next 
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succeeding gritty bed called the Susnal Breccia, The Suinal 
afeccia Is overlain by the upper slllclfled quartzlta with 
marked current and lenticular bedding and ripple marks, which 
forms a very conspicuous scarpi 15 m. high, In the Son Valley. 
These pass into the Bijaigarh shales which are carbonaceous, 
pyritiferrous and micaceous and generally bleached and yellow 
in colour. 
The nrrner Kaimurs overlying the Bijaigarh shales, consist 
of greapish flagstone and sandy silt-stones which cio p out along 
the Kaimur scarp and are exemplified in the Mangesar hill. The 
green m&terial apparently includes chamosite, chlorite and green 
mica. Above these are Dhandraul Quatzites which are white to 
purplish in colour. The Uprier Kaimur'have a thickness varying 
from 160 to 130 m. 
STRP.TIGRi.PHIC RELATIONSHIP OF COIMTRY ROCK WITH LATERITE 
In the Lusa - Ra;3garh area, which is under present Investigation, 
CHily upper Kaimur roeka, specially DhcJidraul quartzltes are exposed. 
The Dhandraul quartzlt«» •*.» generally fine grained white quartzite, 
with grain tlze upto 0»5 a.m. and far poorer in Interstitial clayey 
paste than the scarp sandstone. The colour in the field varle;' 
froa pure white to white st&ln«d with purple. The grains are 
sometimes rounded. There Is a strong cement of secondary silica. 
Th© Dhandraul quartzltes are overlain by laterltes at some places 
where even the quartzltes form a flat platform surrounded from 
all sides with steeply dipping low hillocks. The area under study 
m9^ 
Is & ch&rfcoterlstle exwnpld of such a development and the 
are 
Dh«ndr&iil qmartzitei/overl&in by the luterttes* The contact 
a 
betwecai the two I s grad i t lona l hut i^t/fe^ places the cont ic t i s 
abrupt* The colour of l a t a r l t © la browiish red t o ye l lo idsh red 
irlth white pa tches . 
IlfiBITS OF THE UTBRITIC PROFILE 
The habi t s of the l u t e r l t i c prof 11® hcve reve^-led b^  general 
physical fepijeararic© of d i f f e r^ i t zc^ies, e^-ch of iirhieh could b® 
recognised by t h e i r colour di f fer®!t la t ior i , tex ture and c a n s t i t u t l o n e l 
cha rac t e r i s t i c s* Tim confci-cts ^.re not /ery ccaipicuous but are fjrading 
111 to other* The upper f ive i^ores froia 6-10 consbl tute l a t e r i t l c 
mantle, underlian by yellow to dark browi porous, rsoft clayey zone 
comprizing the zcais no#5. 'nils ±ptevfSL urler.l^in by horizons r umber in g 
1 to 3 comp 1*1 sing fresh ooflipact hard ,trey coloured q u a r t z i t e , t o 
loose fri<Abl9 white to turbid xx'^ hlte, leacbed qwartzltef highly 
ceaented with ferruginous Hkterial* In raost of the quarr ies idMch 
supply the l e t e r i t a for i t s various uses show complete sequence of 
a l l these zones from bottom with fresh sediments t o p l s o l l t i c l a t e r l ^ ^ 
t-nd surface pebbly l a t e r i t ©s« The various zones a re as follows t 
gone lle^3,0 - Black t o reddish brown l a t e r i t e pebbles«Bbeddei within the 
loose clay* Soma of the pebbles show vfbitB clayey spots* 
Zone Ho*^. « La te r ! t e id.th P i s o l i t i e s t r u c t u r s i so«e of the p i s o l i t e 
ranging in diameter upto ?>CW30 era, colour va r i e s frcm dark brot«i 
to blaklsh bro«n, 
Zone RQ,8« - Reddish broi^t, p l a t l c l a t e r i t o , more porous, containing 
i r r e g u l a r l y dissemini ted vein of white to l i g h t yellowish ooloured| 
sof t clayey material* 
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ZoEf Ho.7« •• B«ddi8h brovn to brown Itterltes fc.r« of turbid white 
oolotip with senl-traniparoit angular grains of quartz. 
Zopg Ho.6> - Th© low«r most zone of the laterltes with characteristic 
faint bedding planes friable, loose with angular to sub-rounded 
quartz fragmentsi contain more loose clay. 
Zone No.5. - Soft, porous, yellow to brown coloured soil. 
Zone No.4 - Quartzite showing alternate bands of dark 
highly ferrug»inous material to soft friable, white to turbid white 
colour. 
Zone No.3.- Quartzite soft, friable, \-reuthered with lenses of 
ferruginous mcterial but DO separate btjiding of dark or light 
colour. 
Zcpe No»P. - Weathered quartzite with yellow coloured 'ipper surface 
grinding dov)nwu.rd Into white or yellc^ d.sh whits friable, loose quartzite 
Zone No.l. - Ihe lower most zone of the sequence composed of Dhand-
raul quartzite, fresh, coHptct uv.d h-rd, '""ark grey to greyish white 
in colour, Cemerted i^ dtb ferruginous mttericl. Some black spots 
\ may 
are a lso present whiciypossibly of m:.gnetite gra ins . 
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CHAPTER-III 
LABORATORY TECMIQIJBS 
s 
The laterlte of the Ltist- Rajgc^ rh urea, Mlrzapnr dlstrlctCU.P) 
were studied with special B-aference to their llthological variation, 
mechanical composition, differential thermal analysis, ore micros-
copic study etc. In view of the fact that rapid develor)ment has 
taken pl^ce in the techniques of studies of sediments, it is 
considered desireable to discuss the techniques and methods 
adonteti in the tjresent study s^uarately, 
PiiRTICLB SIZE iJ^ ALYSIS 
The particle si/.e ani-lysis was done with •'.he view, fi^ s^tly, 
to confirm the usual assupption that the laterltes have in general 
textural homogeniety with predomlntoice of silt and clay fractions. 
Secondly, to determine the ^^x^'clc relotionshic) betvreen the lateriti' 
soil and the underlying country rocks. The proced\ire adopted in 
the analysis is as foliowffi: 
SWIBAAPK an4 method of ana3,y^is; ^ he latetites und other rock 
samples from the entire area were collected from the quarries. 
The various localities from which the samples were collected are 
shown on the map (J'ig.No.I). The sampling teclmique outlined by 
Krumbein and Petti John (''938,p.166) for obtt^ ining a homogeneous 
and representative samr>l8S, was adopted. All samples, thus, 
collected from differ ait zones, were analysed for this type of 
investigation. 
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Pyparat iaf i ef th« sanplat Air dried samDlas col lected in the 
f i e l d were f i r s t lolRced on a th ick oacking paner spread over 
a wooden board* About two pounds of the mater ia l was chipi^ed 
off from the four comers of the sample and then disaggregated 
by gentle crushing with the help of a rubber tipped pas t le* 
Pa r t i c l e s la rger than 8 mm. were picked up from the sample during 
crushing and by passing i t through a 4 mm. s ieve . Each sample 
was then accurate ly weighed by a chemical balance, and vras 
suspendid in 0,01 normal solut ion of NH^OH. The suspended 
mjaterial vra.3 shaken for P4 hours in a mechanical v ib ra to r , 
itfter suspending the sample in NH40n solu t ion , i t was 
poured in to EJI evaport^ting dish and subbed with a rubber cork 
t i l l the Usaggregution was comDlete. Some more 0.01 normal 
£3olution of I^ '^ ii^ GH added during the disaggregation and care was 
taken not to iiicrease the vol^une oL' the suspension, by more than 
400 CO. The complete dispersion \ms tes ted by placing a drop 
on a s l ide feuid eiiiaralnii-.f i t under bhe microscope. If every 
grain stood oi^t separa te ly , the dispersion wi.s considered as 
complete. The mater ia l then passed through a ??30 mesh B.S.8. 
sieve (aperture opening 0.06? mm) placing on a t in funnel of 
P.O cm. diameter and the mater ia l f iner than 0,06" mm. was col lec ted 
in a 1000 cc . beaker. The residue W£.s constc'Htiy washed with 
0.01 normal solut ion of KH^ OH t i l l a c lear l i qu id passed through 
the fuiinel, taking the precauticaa for not increasing the t o t a l 
volume of the suspensicoi by more than 800 c c , then i t was 
tr t .nsferred in to a graduate! cylinder hafflng a capacity of 
1000 cc . 
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Th« material coarser than 0,06^ inm, which -wms left over 
P30 meah. sieve was dried by placing the sieve in a 'thermostat*. 
The residue ufter being dried, was shaken for twenty minutes 
on an *Almll' sieve shaker with the B.S.S» sieves arrcji?ed from 
top to bottom in the decreasing order of thei-^  apertiiral openings. 
After sieving the material caught up in the different sieve 
grades, wfcs transferred over the packing papers placed in the 
same order ap thp sieve on a wooden plain. Eac^ fraction was 
th.n vrelghed sepcrately and its Dsrcentap-e was calculated. 
The snspepslon passing bhrTU'i^ h the sieves ras poured into 
graduate i cylinder an^ ' mixed with the material pesslnp through 
tie '~'3C mosh sieves, coTleotel 1*^  the pan. '^ he susuension was 
made "up to lOOC ce <..iinlrig 0.01 normal snlntior of FH4OH to analyse 
it for the finer gredes h> the plrjette metv-o'^  isee Krumbein and 
Pettijohn, LQC>c.lt...p. 166). 
'Ihe sucper '^ ioi. ijas slrakeri thoroughly Try stirring it •vd.th 
^ stirring rod which consisted o-i* a rurrov rrass rod about 40 cms. 
long, at the base of vhich t p*^  if orate 1 circular dish is firmed. 
The agitation cor tii'Ut.'' ti21 the moter"?c.l eollecbed at the base 
is distributed thoroughly in the supension. ^ 0 cc of the sample 
wa3 taken with tho help of a pipette at giv(3i intervals from a 
depth of 10 cm. from the surface of suspension in all cases except 
for the sizes less than 1/10P4, for which it was taken from 5 cm. 
depth. 
Each pipettedSample thus obtained for every grade by taking 
into ecxnsideratlon bhe time intervals appear In Table III. It was 
transferred to a weighed 50 cc. beaker and evaporated to dryness 
at a constant temperature of 100°C in the electrically eontrolled 
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thermostat. The weight of each beaker was then computed after 
making a correction for the dissolved NH^OH, The voliaae of the 
pipetted sample is l/60th of the total suspension, thus it was 
multiplied by 50 to get the original wfcight and the amount of 
each grade was obtained, by substrc.cting the successive weights. 
The percentapre of material retained in each grade was calculated 
from these values so obtained. 
Table-III - TIME SCALE FOB PIPETTE i^ HALYSIS (MODIFIED 
BY TWBWHOFEL AND TYLER 1941 y PTST? 
Diameter in 
mm. 
Velocity,cm. h.,in cm, 
T)er sec. 
i'r, Min. Sec, 
1/16 
1/32 
1/64 
1/1P8 
1/256 
1/512 
1/1024 
1/2048 
0.347 
0.869 
0.0217 
0.00543 
0.00136 
0.00034 
0.000085 
0.000021 
''O 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
6 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
8 
16 
66 
0 
1 
7 
31 
3 
10 
'>! 
26 
58 
56 
44 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Rittenhouse (1933,p.44*45) suggested a modified way for 
minimising the time limits during size analysis by withdrawing the 
pipetteflsamples without shaking it at the starting of the analysis. 
More than one analysis could, thus, run by allowing an interval of 
about one minute between the sampling time. 
For the friable sandstones the particle size analysis is done 
only by dry sieving method* 
Mp^J^^y^P^ 
M«thQd of atu<!y i Th« samplM eontaining about ?>0-??5 gas. of 
very fine fraction of laterlte and other cotmtry rocki, obtained 
during mechanlcfal analysis were digested with 111 hydrochloric 
acid in order to remove any coating of ferruginous material 
around the grains. In the case of laterites tMs process was 
repeated several times. The samples were then dried anfi weighed, 
Bromoform was used as separating liquid, on account of its 
lower density (P.87) which facilitates quick filteration and 
sedimentation. This may also be due to the lower viscosity of 
the bromoform (0,068), 
Various methods have been applied for the separation of 
heavy minerals but the author followed the technique suggested by 
Krumbein and PettiJhcai (1938,pp.343-344), The heavy minerals 
thus obtctined using bromoform were washed by alcohol and hydro-
chlo»ic acid. A small fraction of the sample containing 1000 
grains of the het^ vy minerals was taken by using the simple 
technique outlined by Hutton (1950,p,643) and mounted permanently 
in Canada-balsam, 
For the idMitification of the opaques, a small portion of 
the heavy residue was mounted in sealing wax, polished and then 
studied under reflected light. The quantity of zircon and 
limenite was transformed into weight percentages by using the 
method outlined by Kellagher en'^ Flanagan (1958) and Carroll(1957), 
Grain eoimting and determination of mineral freauencyi • The 
determination of the relative proporticm of the heavy minerals 
by eoutiting Is Important because of the f&et that in the 
imgr&ded sample the variation In size creates a greater 
difference in heavy mineral species (Stuart| 19??7). For 
this reason the 0,12»0.06 nmi grade was supposed to be 
very suitable for finding out the different suites of 
heavy minerals in the different stages of the laterite 
as well as in the case of quartzite. 
Countingt» A study of the DUbllshed work on the heavy minerals 
of the rocks shows no agreement as to the method to be used 
to express the abundance for several heavy mineral assemblages. 
Fleet (1926) counted all the grains. Otto (1933) has shown 
that it Is possible to quarter down a large heavy mineral 
residue by use of micro-split. Wentworth, et.,al (1934) 
devised a rotary type sample splitter but it did not materially 
improve the results in so fi-r as splitting of the heavy mineral 
separation was concerned. Hutton (1950) following Dryden (1931) 
showed that 300 grains give quite satisfactory results. 
Probable errors in counting and curves for their estimation 
are presented by Krumbeln and Pettijohn (1938,pp•470-475') whihh 
indicate that counting of 300-400 grains gives a satisfactory 
degree of accuracy. For instance if 300 grains were counted, 
of which lOji are purple garnets, the range of preciseness 
for this mineral would be lOJ? + 1,9 % and if amount of some 
minerals is 405? itwould be 405( + 2%, Therefore the larger 
the number of the grains counted, the smaller will be the 
probable error which will be more for rare constituents and 
smaller for the abundant components. 
DIFFgRBSf lAL THBRMAL ANALYSIS 
Sver tine* the reeognitlen of the clay mineral concept, 
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th<ir« has b«t(n &n Intense Interest evidenced in the stud^ 
of elay minerals by the differential thermal analysis 
technique and a vast volume of literature has grcnm. upon 
the subject. The standard dlfferentiul thermal apparatus 
with controlled and uniform heating ievice and electronic 
recording have always been beyond the means of an average 
Departmental Laboratory, Therefore the introduction of a 
comparatively inexpensive portable Dif'"^ erential Thermal 
Analysis Uiit by the Eberback Corport-tion of Michigan U.S.A. 
some years ago has placed In the hands of the average worker, 
the means to undertake clay mineral studies. 
The D.T.A. studies reported in the present study were 
made on an Indian made unit. 
one and is 
The apparatus is a completely portable / enclosed 
in a metal case. It embodies essmitially the oame circuits 
and principles that were used by Hendricks, Goldlch and 
Nelson (1946) in a portable unit designed by them for bauxite 
exploration, with certain improvements in design effected by 
Mr. Nelson. 
The unit has three crucible assemblies with two cells 
in each crucible, one for the inert reference material and the 
other for the sample. Each cell has a diameter of 6t5 mm and 
depth of IP,5 mm, and a capacity of about 4,1 cc. The crucibles 
are heated by means of a small cylindrical furnace which is 
preheated and slipped over the crucible assembly. The crucible 
temperature is read from a pyro-meter which is connected to the 
thermo-couple in the third cell of the crucible assembly. The 
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difforenoa in temperature of the inert material and the sample 
during the run is recorded as & plus or minus reading on the 
galvanoBeteri which Is connected with a pair of thermo-counples. 
A three position switch provided for the galvanometer controls 
the sensitivity - law, Medium, or High as required. 
Experimental Procedure: - The samples as well as the inert 
material (calcined Alumina) were ground in mortar and passed 
through a P30 mesh screen. The inert material is filled 
carefully in the left hand cell of the crucible assembly and 
the sample in the right hand cell and both of them uniformly 
tamped. Various t^ ccessories are sunplied with the instrument 
for filling and cleaning the cells. The sample is then vented 
to permit the escape of moisture and tho crucible assembly 
covered with a steel disc to Drevent decrepitation and oxidation. 
The preheated fumc.ce is then slipped over the crucible assembly 
and the reading of the galvanometer recor led for every 20 degree® 
rise in twaperature shown by the pyro-meter. In the early part 
of the run the rise in temperature is very rapid- say about 100 
for 
degrees/every one minute, till the temperature reaches 400 
degrees or so. After that the rate of heating slows down and 
the final temperature of 900 degrees is reached in about 20 minutes* 
The runs are best made with the sensitivity switch of the galva-
nometer in the low position - sometimes it may be necessary to 
use the medium position. The furnace takes aboixt 25 minutes to 
teaeh its maximum temperature of lOOd degree. The data sheets 
fumlahed with the instrumeait are onlte ^^ .'©nient to maintain 
a reoord of th« nms. The resiilts ar« plotted preferably <ai 
thin tPimsltioent centimeter cross section paner (permits 
rapid comparissn. of curves by superposing one over another)! 
in the conveafttional way, 
CHEMICAL AMLYSIS 
Procedure for Lateritet - Take 1 gm. of the sample and moist 
it with 5-10 ml. distilled viator and tten digest with 15 ml core. 
HCl and 8 wl, of Cone, 1-1x03 ^ ^ ^  ^ ^^'^  plate ( at low heat). 
I'lhen the bro>^ fumes of HKO3 have disappeared, cool, then add 
30 ml. of (111) %S04, Heat It again till the white copious 
fiiraes of '"12^ 04 start coming out. Cover the beaker with watch 
glass. K«ap it as such or the hot rlate for 15-'^ 0 minutes. 
Cool, Add 50 ifli ox (1:10) E^SO^ and then again heat till the 
solution is formed. Cool, wash the sides of the beaker \<rlth 
distilled water. Add 80-100 ml. of i?ateri heats oohl', and allow 
to settle then filter (Through Whatman Fo.4'' filter paper). 
Collect the filtrate in a 500 ml. volumetric flask. Wash the 
residue 6-8 times with hot water, 
SiOflt - I^ite the residue in a tilatinura crucible, cool 
and weigh, volatilise SiOr) with HP, ignite and vreigh* Calculate 
percentage of Si02 from the difference in weight. 
Fuse the residue after hydroflnorisation with a little Pot. 
Pyrosulphate and then take into the solution with 50 ml, of Itl 
HjjSO^  and add to the main solutior. Make up volume of main 
solution to 500 Ml. 
Sg^a.. - Take 50 ml, solution in a beaker add 10 ml, HCl Cane. 
-SO* 
Keep it for few minutes as such, then boil it, add NH4OH lil 
solution to neutralize, thai add a f«w cc» dil, NH40H(Ammonia 
should not bo in excess), to precipitate R*>03, Cool, Filter 
the precipitate through Wh&traan No.41 filter pi^er. ifesh the 
ppt, with 1% NH4N03, Ignite in a weighed platinum crucible 
slowly at first in a muffle furnace and then raise the temperature 
to 050°C and finally heat it over blast furncce for 6 minutes. 
Cool in5 weigh Rp03. 
•^ ,^ 2^ 3 - Take 50 "iL solution i^^ c beikef addlO ml, of Con«, 
HCl? boil; b.6'\ a '*8-'-' >or)s o-f "^ nclo to reduce iron, add 
10 nl. of 1:1 HgSO^ j^  -mn "^ ml. r>hr^ epV\oric aci'l + 0^ jjl %Clo 
(s-.t^ u^ te-. sol'tljr). Tit-^^c tg&inst starJar-""' FoCrcO-? N/10 
usirg KrJum dipherjl mine s^ tlx). or^te us inc'Ictter. The end 
point is noted by cho,rg'.' in colour frori gre n ':Q voilet. 
'"^^2 - Take ^5 ml. ;^ ojr.':ion ir 100 ml., ''oluraotric flask, add 
10 ml, of (Itl) H0SO4, I ml of (1:5) II3PO4 cjid 5 ml. of ^ 0 vol. 
HgOg, Make upto the mark with wai:er c^ nd m 'c?h th3 colour with 
standard TiOg solution (1 mg, -^g, 3 mg, TlOp in 100 ml. volume). 
^ 3 t ^ ®?03 and TiO-g con bents are deducted from R2O3 value 
to get the percentage of AlpOs, 
L,O.I - Take 1 gm of the sample in e weighed platinum crucible. 
Heat slovly at first and then ignite in the furnace at 950°c 
for about one hour. Cool and weigh to ^et the loss of ignition. 
Procedure for Sandstcaiet - Ttke one graja of sample in a beaker, 
add Ijl HCl, boll for l-?l hours; cool, dilute it with water, 
filter through whitman No.4S filter paper. Collect the filtrate 
In 6(X) oX. Voltsnetrlc flask. Bet«naine tha SiO^, '^Ip^t 
Fes03i TiOf and L.O.I with the same prooedure as In the 
ease of Xaterite. 
Procediirf for Clay - Take one gram sample, mixed it throughly 
with five times of soditim carbonate in a platlnujB crucible. 
Heat the crucible first on a low flame uid finally on a fusion 
btrnier, when the mass is melted remove the crucible from burner 
with the help of platinum tipped tongs. Rott^ te the crucible to 
mix the melt thoroughly. Cool. Place ^he crucible in a 400 ml. 
Porcelain dish,add 30 ml, 1:1 HCl, to dissolve the sodium 
Carbonate Cakej dilute to 50 ml, and keep the dish on a water 
bath and evaporate the solution to drjmess to dehydrate SiOrj. 
Remove the dish from water bath; pt: -i- 90 ml. 1:1 HCl by the 
side of the dish. Bring the mass down with the help water jet. 
Heat again to just boiling. Cool, Filter through No.4P filter 
paper. Collect the filtrate in 500 ml, volumetric flask, and 
repeat the same procedure as for laterite to determine SiOg, 
FegOs, AlgOs, TiOj, and L,O.I. 
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CHAHPTBR >IY 
TSXTtJRAL ANALYSIS OF THE LATBIITIC PROFILE 
Particle size analysist 
The particle six® analysis of the various horizons panging 
from fresh quartzltes to laterlte was done. The data obtained 
(table No.17) were plotted In the form of histograms for both 
wet and dry sievings. Bach histogram represents an average 
of all analyses of the same type of material. 
The particle size analysis, in case of quartzite (Fig.No.S) 
indicates that the modal class lies between medium sand size 
group i.e. betwesn 1/^-1/4 mm, class. It is bimodal and fairly 
sorted. Silt und clay contents are very poor. On the average 
the sand size particles are more than 90 percent. 
The clay horizon which overlies the quart zites is poorly 
sorted and is an admixture of sand silt size particles with a 
preponderance of clay (Fig.3), It is polymodal and is negatively 
skewed. The perce^ tage of sand, silt and clay particles on the 
average in th±s horizon are 18,7, and 75 percent respectively. 
The laterites on the other hand are coarser than the 
clay or the quartzlte on which they overlie due to the fact 
that they Include pisolites heavily coated with ferruginous mater-
ial. It Is very difficult to disaggregate them by using N/100 
NH4OH solution or digesting with Itl HCl solution. Even then 
pain was taken to disaggregate these samples by using the above 
solvents and heating for a longer period. The results (Pig.4,5) 
Indicate that the modal class In majority of the constituents 
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fall In the 8-4 class. The silt and clay contents t.re b©lov 
^0 percent. 
Prom textural studies of the laterltlc profile it Is 
revealed tht-t the laterltic soil is enriched in finer clay 
fractions and poorer in silt, whereas the laterites are poor 
in both silt cOid clay contents. It is heUe/ed that the process 
of recrysti^llization might have been responsible for the 
conversion of the colloidal clay arn silt •'-nto the coarser 
fractions (Wentholt, see in Mohr & Van Baren 1959), Secondly 
the abundance of sand size tjarticles in these laterites might 
have been related to the stage of decomposition of the parent 
rock together with additional couting of colloidal clay over 
these grains. 
Table-IV :- Weight percentages of the lateritic profile^ 
Lusa^ Ra.jgarh area district Mirzapur. 
Laterlte 
I'amples Grade Scale 
Lateritic 
Clay Clay 
CoTintry 
Rocks 
8-4 
4-2 
P-1 
1-1/2 
l/P-1/4 
1/4-1/S 
1/8-1/16 
V16-1/32 
1/32-1/64 
1/64-1/128 
1/128-1/256 
1/^56-1/512 
1/512-1/10^4 
1/10P4-1/2048 
69.9628 
12.4863 
4.3620 
0.?782 
1.4601 
0.7900 
0.39P9 
0.1039 
0.0423 
0.1013 
0.9605 
0.0602 
0.0392 
8.9723 
74.4'550 
13.7718 
•^.3797 
0.6341 
0.3500 
0.?245 
0.1O96 
0.1^16 
0.1?>98 
0.1034 
0.6740 
0,0994 
0.0641 
6.8930 
6.9963 
0.8563 
1.3?>00 
1.1722 
5.9900 
9,48^0 
9,4958 
1,3930 
1.0892 
0.3029 
0,7787 
0.6816 
0.5733 
75,1794 
0.4626 
0,3810 
0.7111 
7.4032 
60,4601 
26,9961 
3,0656 
1.4360 
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-f>4- (A) 
Th« p«trographle studies of the Dhendratil quartzltfts were 
made oaly with reference to their micro-texture and to correlate 
these observations with the alcro-texttire preswit In the laterlteSf 
for the purpose of finding the ganetle relationships between the 
two If any. The modal composition of the laterltes could not be 
ascertained because the quartz grains cpme out during the thin 
section preparation of the laterltes even if much care Is 
taken. 
The Dhandraul quartzlte when fresh are grey to greyish white 
in colour in hand specimen and are coarse grained. Under the 
microscope these are even textured and fairly sorted. The chief 
ingradients are quartz together with small amount of felspar 
(orthoclase), magnetite and other rock fragments embeded in 
a ferruginous cement, (Plate-VII,Fig,^), In the case of weathered 
and loose quartzltes that follow the fresh horizon the amount 
of ferruginous cement gradually increases filling the interstices 
of q\iartz grains (Plate VIII Fig,I) and finally it is succeeded by 
a more ferruginous quartzlte showing alternate dark(ferruginous) 
and light(leached) bands. This quartzlte is more cemented with 
ferruginous material as compared to the earlier ones (Plate VIII 
Fig.2), 
These ferruginous quartzltes are succeeded by loose laterltes 
or laterItlc clay with disseminated quartz grains (Plate IX,llg.I), 
In the field this horizon also shows incipient bedding planes 
(Plate-I,Fig,?>), The true laterltes which follow the clayey horizon 
are eoapaet and show dark ferruginous cement with scattered angular 
to rounded open spaces Indlaatlng the pressnce of quartz grains 
'*»S4» (B) 
vhieh have h^van removed during th in section prepara t ion. (Plate IX, 
Fig.?), 
All these evidences ind ica te i f not d i r ec t but some 
ind i r ec t ga i e t l c r e la t ionsh ip betweai a l l the horizons of 
the l a t e r i t l c p ro f i l e of one from another. 
•PS-
CH&.PTER-? 
HEAVY MINgRAl. STITDY 
The heavy minaral study of the laterlte profile from 
the Lus-Rajgarh area was undertaken with a view to determine 
their provenence. No comprehensive work on heavy mineral 
contents in the laterlte has been undertaken by any of the 
previous workers. The problem is completely untouched from 
this point of view. 
SCHEME OF INVESTIGATION; 
For the recognition and correlation of various horizons 
the following scheme of investigi^ tion was adopted:-
(1) The quantity of heavy residue from the 1/8 - 1/16 
and 1/4 - 1/8 mm. grade was studied. 
(?) The frequency of occurrence by the number of zircon, 
tourmaline, rutlle and opaque. 
(3) The occurrence, distribution, and variation from 
horizon to horizon of different types, of these minerals. 
.gERCBNTAGE OF HB^VY MINERi-LS & FRBQUMCIBS 
Nearly ten samples were taken from all the horizons of 
the area and analysed. They show a remarkable variation in the 
percentage of their residue. Although the author has not 
calculated the percaitage of the heavy minerals by weight but 
approximately the weight percentage of the heavy mineral was 
very low in the laterlte samples, The data are presented in 
the table No.V, 

Published works reveal that various workers have applied 
direct percentages of the total no. of grains counted or used 
ioae more conmon dfejcriptive terms like flood, rare, and 
abundant etc. Other devices scale of abundance \»ing Initial 
letters for describing the frequency of mineral present(Boswell 
19S3, p.^P6, Milner 1940 p.457) but these are not often completely 
satisfactory for correlation purposes. 
In the present study the scale devised by Evans ^ . &,\, 
1934, p.39, was usei for determining the heavy mineral frequencies. 
This system overcomes the difficulties of plotting a truly 
logarithmic scale by tidopting a series of frequency number, 
most of which c.re in geometric progression. This scale is 
straight forward do^m the frequency of "3" but for the lower 
number is slightly artificial. 
Table No.V shows the percentage of heavy mineral frequencies 
in the different horizons of Lusa- Rajgarh area. It Is obvious 
from the table 7 that the distribution of all the mineral species 
in the dlfferoit strati graphic units is not uniform. 
s heavy 
The profile contain the various types o^ minerals 
in which slroon, tourmaline, rutile and opaques are common 
and range in the entire sequence with a rem:-rkable variation 
in their frequency and constitute about 955^  of the total heavy 
mineral content ^ Ol^conlte, actlnollte, tr«mollte are also found 
but in some horizcms, and these minerals are very less in number. 
Fig. No.7a| 7b| 7c represent the average percentage of heavy 
minerals for the every 2EQne. 
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The clmracttrlstie f«atur« of the heavy mineral of 
the laterltic profile Is that zircon and opaque are predominate 
over others, where as rutlle and tourmaline are also present 
all 
in less quantity but in almost/the horizons* The percentage 
by number of zircon and tourmaline decreases towards the 
e 
succeding horizons but that of rutile and opaque increases. 
Some of these minerals are found of different shapes and of 
different varieties. 
Zircon in b.11 the horizons show varied shapes. They 
are usually colourless some grains ure mauire, yellow to lurown. 
Strongly coloured varieties are pleochroic. The zircons also 
vary in their shape they range from rounded to sub-rounded 
and euhedral to sub- hedral in nature. The most characteristic 
feature of the zircon is their characteristic form, arcuate 
fractures, high R.I. and inclusions and at times zoning. 
s 
Tourmaline also occur frequently in all the horizons 
and two varieties on the basis of the colour have been recognised, 
namely brown and blue. The bluish variety is usually sub-angular 
to sub-rounded, whereas the other varieties are prismatic and 
euhedra^ occur in both quartzite as well as in the laterites. 
other „ 
On the/hand brown variety occur"'in laterlte caily. The grains 
marked by their pleochroism, prismt.tie habit with the bright 
margins, toid sub-concholdal fractures. 
Xilke tourmaline, rutlle is also present in alanst all 
the horizons, these are reddish In colour and are characterised 
by their sub-hedral to tooth-like forms, high relief, high 
blr«fr«igineet d«ep colour and transverse striae. 
Second most abundant minerals are opaque which are 
bltck and bro\«iish black in colour and frequently occur 
in all horizons* tinder the reflected light it has been 
confirmed that the bulk of the opaques include hematite. 
Beside the above mineral coop few grains of glauconite, 
tremolite and actlnollte have also been met w^ tthin the 
different horizons. Actlnollte is light bluish in colour 
and occurs as fibrous grains with pointed edges, distinct 
s 
cleavage and feeble Dleochrolsm. Tremolite grain on the 
other hand are colourless and occur as fibrous crystals, the 
other characteristics are the same as that of actlnollte 
Interpretation of the Heavy Mineral Suitest 
The heavy mineral data shown in Table /, clearly 
indicate that the laterite, quartzlte and lateritlc clay 
show en overall similarity in their heavy mineral assembleges. 
The Dhendranl quartizlte samples are characterised by 
the akundance of zircon, Tourmaline Butile and opaques besides 
B<m% grains of OlaucOTiite, Although, they are present in 
almost all the horizons but their frequency differs from 
caie another. Their percentage gradually diminishes as one 
proceeds from the basement to the top of the lateritlc profile, 
It may be explained by the fact that these minerals are mostly 
unstable and show a progressive dilution from base to the top* 
The sueeeeding clayey horlzcai is characterised by 
sudden decrease in the zircon and tourmaline but increase in 
the nitllo and opaques percentages. The abtmduice of opaques 
and rutlle In the clay and d«cr»a«e in percentages of zircon 
and tourmaline ml^t be due to a great solution action 
by 
followed/enrichment and mixing of two or more areas of 
supply of these rocks. 
In the laterltlc zone the zircon first decreases tJid 
then gradually Increases in amount (39,7). Same is the case 
ofTourmaline and opaques. The rutlle on the other hand 
follows the reverse course. It is therefore Inferred that 
in the early stages of lateritization, there was a vigorous 
solution action in the weathered material followed by gradual 
mixing of some other source that resulted in the decrease of 
rutlle and increase in the amount of zircon and tourmaline. 
In general, it is apparent that the heavy minerals derived 
from a number of differait provenances are present in the 
laterltic profile. Both pegmailtlc and contact metamorphlc 
mlneralsC Tourmaline) have been identified as well as a number of 
minerals which may have had their origin from either plutonlc 
Igneous or metamorphlc terrain (Zircon, rutlle, ectlnollte and 
tremollte). This Indicate a mlxli 
sources before final deposition. 
s 
ixing of minerals from original 
wSQw 
Th« differential thermal analysis ©f elay Minerals is 
completely based on suggestion of Le-Chatelier (1887). By 
extensive work of Oreel (1936)| Nortaa (1939), Hendricks 
(1940), it has further developed. Later on the work of 
Grim (1940), Grim and Bradley (1940), on the clay mineralogy 
became a firm basis for the differential thermal analysis. 
The method consists of heating a small amotait of substance 
at a constant rate upto 1050°c, The temperature of endo-
thermic and exothermic effects takes pl<.c« in a material, 
is different for different minerals. 
Uptill now a large number of D.T.A, has been done for 
the clay minerals but there is a great controvercy in the 
results of these analysis betwesn different workers. It depends 
upon apparatus to apparatus. The author is the present study 
also recorded a little difference in temperature for different 
clay minerals, and compared his results mainly with the results 
given by Grim. 
The finer material (less than 1A6 size) of laterite, 
laterltie elay, pure clay and quartisite samples (which form 
the subject of study) was tak«i and 13 samples were selected 
for analysis* 
Results were plotted on a c«iti»et*r graph paper, two 
millimeter division en the abscissa representing ten degrees 
••31"' 
of t«q^er&ture and one dlvlson on the ordinate equal to one 
division to gfiLlvanoaeter so&le (Fig.8,9,10). The eurves obtained 
were Gomp&red with standard curves of clay minerals and their 
mixture, published by previous workers (Grim, 1940,4S,53|Le Roy 
1950) and an approximate evaluation of constituents was made* 
The nature of all curves are similar except two or three 
amongs them which show a slight difference in nature. All the 
samples contain kaolinlte and Montmorlllonlte. The goethlte is 
also present in all samples of laterite, laterltic soil samples, 
and OTie of the quartzlte samples. Author also suspected gibbsite 
but it needs more detailed investigation. 
Many investigator^! have recorded the endothermic reaction 
of kaolinlte at 550-650°c, us well as the abrupt intense exo-
thermic reacticaa at 950 -1000 c, but the author of this report 
has fotmd the peaks for the kaol5jiite at some different tempera-
ture. For the present samples the endothermic reation for Kao -
Unite takes place at 600° - 700°c, mostly in between 630°- 680°c, 
o o 
and en exothermic reaction takes place at 1000 -1100 c. This 
variatloaa in the temperature probably is due to the contamination 
of the clay minerals* The endothermic peak accompanies the 
dehydration of the minerals and according to Insely and Swell 
(1936) the exothermic reaction is associated with formation of 
Y-AlgOa* 
The montmorillonite mineral may be distinguished by the 
presenee ofthree endothermic peaks and one exothermic peak in 
the eurvo* The curves show an initial endothermic peak at 
100° « ?60®c. apparently ropreienting the loss of wator hold 
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betv««a the Isasal planes of the lattice structure (l«e* swelling 
water). Hondricks et.a!l^ .(1940) have Mentioned the dual charae* 
tep frequently shown by this aOTitmorillonite peak and discussed 
its relation to the exchangeable base composition of the 
ainertl. The initial peak extends over a wider temperature 
range. The presence of this ^ eak represents that it possesses 
water other than pore water (which cause no thermal reaction 
over 100°c) and lattice water (\irhich is lost at higher tempera-
ture). Mantmorillonit* yields the second endothermic peak 
betweai 600°c to 700°c corresponding to the loss of lattice 
water and also a third endothermic peak at abont 900°c corres -
ponding to the final break dovn of the montraorillonite lattice. 
This third endothermic peak followed by an exothermic reaction 
at 1000°c-1100 c. Grim reported this exothermic reaction at 
1000 c but the author recordel it above 1000°c. it may be due 
to the pres^ice of iron contoit in the samples. 
The second peak of endothermic reaction is recorded at 
400°- 450°c. nearly in all samples of laterite , this peak 
indicates the presence of goethite. Orcel (1935) reported that 
goethite exhibited an endothei-mic reaction at about 450**c., 
o 
while Grim reported at 400 c. The author found this peak 
between these two values. Th© presence of goethite in these 
samples has also been confirmed/tneir study under reflected 
light. 
Qrim (194P) reported that gibbsite exhibited an endo-
thermic reaction at about SSO^c, The author observed that 
-33-
o 
goetbite andothermle reccctlon starts at 300 c , the peak coae« 
at nearly 400®c. and reaction completed at 476 -500**c., there-
f*»?*<* this shows a large peak which extends over a wider tempera-
ttire range. Due to the ntture of this peak «B^ to the author 
it appears that this peak may represent the mixture of goethite 
and gibbsite. 
Thus, the three clay minerals i.e. Kaolinite goethite and 
montmorillonite are common clay minertls in the lateritic 
profile of Lusa - Ra,1garh area, and vary from Kiandhraul quartzite 
to laterite. 

&1^1 OF LATBRITB ORIS DHDER RBFLBCTBP LIGHT 
T© study the mineralogy, texture and mode of occurrence, 
of aetallle minerals present in the laterlteS| polished 
laterlte samples were examined In reflected light, Mlneralo-
gically and texturally these laterltes are simple and do not 
show any variation. The predominant minerals presort are 
hematite, goethita, and lepldocrosite showing some interesting 
micro-texture like colloform and repli^ ceraant textures. The 
author found tho.t all the ores are of colloidal deposition 
and secondary origin. 
MINERiXOGY 
During the study of laterltes under reflected light, the 
follovrlng minerals hove been identifiedi-
Qoethitei- It is the most predominant mineral seen in 
these sections. It occurs mainly ip colloform bands associated 
with hematite and lepldocrosite. The mineral is dark to mediua 
grey in oolo\xr, showing low reflectivity and anisotroplaa tn 
shades ofgrey but commonly marked by orange or deep red 
internal reflection* 
Hematitef Heaatite also occurs mostly as colloform 
bands associated with goethite^ At few places in the polished 
feetion rectangular or aetahedral crystals of hematite are 
reeognised* fr«i thit behavior it appears that octahedral 
grains of hesatite are ps«ttdonorphs oAsagtietite l«e« martlte, 
-3S-
hovever, In no case relicts of magnetite are se«ri* Thii 
obviously indicates complete pseudomorphie replacement 
of magjtietite under near surf&ce condition. The hematite 
shows the greyish white colour with a bluish tint, reflecti-
vity high (lighter than gcethite), anisotropism weak to 
moderate in shade of gsey colour. Colloform varieties 
generally show internal reflection which is absent in the 
c:.^ 8 of crystalline variety. 
Lepldocro^ite x- Lepidocraclte is of minor occurrence. 
It is exclusively associated with colloform goethite and 
hematite in the form ofthin bands. The colour is greyish 
white or white, often with brownish tint, reflectivity 
lower than hemt.tite but higher than goetMte, anisotropism 
strong with greyish white interference colour. 
TEXTURE i-ND STRUCTURES 
The ores are generally characterized by the replacement 
and colloform textures:-
Colloform Texturet- The colloform texture is most 
characteristic in all the sections examined under the 
reflected light. The colloform bands consist of crypto-
crystalline goethite, hematite, and occasionally lapl-
docrocite. The convexity of the bands are towards the 
younger surface. In some of the ores they developed 
very smooth, concentric layers while in others they are 
irregular. Due to presence of liesigang bends the texture 
is often distinctly visible. 
••3S* 
ReplAceB^^t Texture t- fh« replacament texture Is not very 
dlstinet in this case, but the presence of martite is suggestive 
thLt rabgnetite has suffered chemical alteraticai. In very 
few oases martite has been seen irregularly replaced by veins 
of collofora goethite-hemati bands. 
IMTERPRBTATION AND PARAGENESIS 
From the above textural features it may be suggested 
that the magnetite was a primary mineral associated vrtth 
parent rocks. During the process of lateri^^^zation these 
magnetites have suffered pseudomorphic alteration resulting 
martite. Subsequently iron rich solution consolidated and 
partial/ impregnated the rock as indicated by colloform 
goethitc ancl hematite and also lapidocrocite of later genera-
tion. They, also to some extent, replaced the earlier formed 
hematite (martite). 
Thus the pj'agenetic sequence of the ore minerals in 
the polished sections may be presented as followsi-
Priwary Secondary 
Mineral "^i,n_ 
Magnetite 
Hematite 
Qoethite 
Lepidocroeite 
CHBMICAL COMPOSITICflf 
7h«i eheraieal analysis of t*^ 8bBipl«s ranging fron the 
quartzlte at the base to the laterlte and laterltle soil 
at the top wi^ s made with the view of knovlng the chemical 
behaviour of essential constituents and how they vary In 
the profile. The data are given In table no. Till, 
The most Important el«««its are Iron, aluminium and 
silica* These are also present in a lesset* amount in 
eountpy rocks lying Just below these lfc.terltes« The samples, 
therefore, were analysed for their content of alumina, 
silica, Iron, titanium and moisture keeping In view the 
limited available time and laboratory ft.cllltles at one 
hand and their presence in the country rock on the other. 
The geochemical behaviour of these components will help in 
making an attempt to decipher the genesis of these laterites. 
The iron and alumina are rich In these laterites as compared 
te siliea or TiO*?* The result of analysis is given in Table 
No.TIII* 
These prineipal constitu^ts of the laterlte profile 
show great variaticm from the fresh country roek te laterlte. 
The goieral behaviour has hm&a shovn in Figt^Ho.ll and IS* 
The dlstributioti ef these elements in the horizons of the 
laterltle profile is givon as followst-
Z0il8-»1 »«» Hhandraul quartzlte x^en fresh is characterised 
by high percentage of^jtiilw KiUlS^) and lev .jii(fl|ii4I^ E^^ »^i|r 
Si 02 
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and alumina (??•? and 1.46 % r « ipec t l v« ly ) . 
8 
ZOWB-2 f I t followed the zone n o . l and Include dark browa 
weathered qu^r tz l t e which shovs a marked increase in the 
IrOTL and altimlna content (6,6 & 3,08 % r e spec t ive ly) and 
s l igh t decrease in s i l i c a , TiOg occtirs in t r a c e s , 
ZOHB-3 t- The dark brown weathered qua r t z i t e of zone no.2 
followed by soft f r i ab le more weathered horizon with lenses 
of ferruginous mate r i a l . Within the zone there i s considerable 
enrichment of iron (1^^) as compared to alumina (^.6^) and 
a progressive vrashing of s i l i c a {^'^%), 
ZONE-4 : - I t i s marked by a l t e r n a t e ferruginous layers above 
leached f r i ab le white coloured bands below in the weathered 
q u a r t z i t e . This zone Indlct^tes s l i gh t decline In the SiOrj 
content and considerable prepondance of alumina, although 
there i s no s igni f icant r i s e In the iron content as compared 
to the zcaie-3. Another s igni f icant feature of t h i s horizon 
I s the t o t a l absence of TiOg and the loss on Igni t ion (4#?5 %)^ 
i s high, 
ZOHB-8 J- This i s the t r a n s i t i o n a l zaxie and includes soft 
brown coloured s o i l . Within t h i s zone there i s overa l l 
enrichment of AI2O3 i^l,5%) and a s l i gh t decline in SlOg 
fand FegOg (21,35^ and lOjJ r e spec t ive ly ) , TlOg i s about 0*f>% 
Slid l o s s oh ign i t ion i s s l i g h t l y higher (8 ,0^ ) , 
iSOWg-e t - The lover most horizon in the l a t e r i t l c zone i s 
marked by pronounced decline in s i l i e a ^ and an overa l l 
inerease in ^ ef Fe^ 039 M^Og and TiOg and a l so in l e s t of 
IffiltioB (38«40jlt 98«40^y ^cSS^I 0%^% And 10*68J( r#tpeotiT«|]r) 
20lt%>7 i« ll««rlr X6 fo9t of l&t«rit« i s eliarft«t«rlMd bjr 
v«ry hii^ ^*8^3 («i1><'ut 60J(}| AlgOs (abmit 96)f)«nd low S10f»* 
TiOg It strongly «nrloh«d(0«3tfj^ on ths avsrag*) in this 
s(m«« Aft«r h&vlng increased gr&idittlly froa fr«8h b«d roek 
throfu^ ths undorelajr to tho Imso of la tori to* Froa tho 
«iboir« studyy i t maj^ tbcvoforOf bo coneludod that tram frosli 
country rock to tho latoritOf thoro i s u progres'^ivo ineroaso 
in the contsnt of AI0O31 O^gO^  and TiO?5 ani thoro i s a 
gri-du&l ii«thing of sil ica* 
Flg,No,/3ret)ros«snts the ratio* of the bulk ehoraioal 
C'5ai'^ !')sitlon in tha laterit© ^rofi: o* ^t ir i icatss tiitt ho 
Tfetio of Fo903/Alrt03 ia almost o<5(nft«*nt '-;T»*<vighout tho proeoss 
of l^^t9rix^t'/'oy^. yrfth rain or fl«ctyiitin(ns* "^9 ratio of TiOj>/ 
iil*>03 i*nd fiai(r»/Feg03 al-^ o falls in tho saiso lino booattso 
thoro i s a tsrogroaslvo snrtudwifait of TlOg fron tho b«*90 of 
frosh rook to tho pure latorito in tho samo rs&nnor as that 
of alumina* Tho BIO^AI^OQ and SiOj/Fo^C^ ratios indieato 
an incroating trondf indioating tho loaehing out of s i l i ea 
dtiring lki.t9ri :tW/&r^- , 
Frosi abovo studios i t i s again provod that fron f r o ^ 
qpiartsitoi thro«i|^ altorod voathorod qtiartsitos to latorito^ 
thoro i s progrossivo rssioval of s i l ioa vith ineroaso of 
altMnof ircRf and titaniiin osrit^ os* It i s agrood by nost 
of tho workors (Boy Chawdhory 198^|1958t Roy Chavdfaary j|t*j|^ 
1964} Bsguorra 1964$ Biashinsky 1964^ Ihige 1966) that 

that Xateristtion or batixitisatiaft is brem^t about by 
chanieal waatharing under tr©pleal and sub-troploal araat 
having high rain ftll vdth altamata wat and dry conditions 
with fluctuating ground vatar leval, Tha procass starts 
with tha removal of silica and alkalias (if any) and enrich-
ment of Fe«>03 *^ *^  ^ IpOSf takas place. It is also presumed 
that there is an intermediate stage of kaolinizationCSherman 195?), 
An attempt has also been made to classify these laterltes 
on the basis of their chemical pompositloh. The weight percentages 
of the three chief Ingradlents namely Alp03, FepOs tiid S10*> 
v;ere recalculated to 100'^  (table No.IX). The % of these 
components so obtolried were slotted on a trlngnlar co-ordinate 
paper (Fig,No.11), Indicates that the laterltle profile could 
be grouped into four broad divisions as r-- /^ r i 
HH^a^vT^t t * LaeiyiCATioir or TBR LkvmiTm 
• .%J -M* .«H.^':K»n'ig,,fSJ^.;>tm^^r^,ySi.^,Uir5J,/, 
wtaMl 
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I«toritot vltli p l f i l l t l o 
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oolonrod elayof bandia Isfi l l ij ig 
tho voids loft tho union of 
pisolitos* & fliioBieal eoapoti-
tion thozaouitorciiodiato or of 
oonpotito «/haraetor of latorito 
»c A b* typo. 
Laterlto with alight inoreato oi 
AI0O3 at the axponso of Fa«»03 
bna aarkod by a low Fo^ Og/Al^ Oa 
ratio ( l i7) 
Latarite with high ^ of FO^OA 
ovar iiL>03 with '^ •54 Fo^3/Aj^ 
ratio* 
The loiiTor xBOft horizoD in tho 
latorit lc profilo raarkod by 
pronouneod iiioreasa«t tn Fe$>(%-> 
Al^ Os (3^,4 A 93*44^ reapootivc 
Transitiomal Bono with aoft 
broioi oolonrod so^l acriohod ii 
F09O3 end Al*>08« 
Woathorod quartsito vith t l i^^ 
•iriehnont with forrugiiioaa 
•atorial (Fo^ OSf 1^*^) 
l«Mthorod quartsito with il igb |Boroaao in the FogQ3 and AliO (6«6 and 3*06 % rofpoetivoly) 
oontont* 
Froth otiartsito with higli SiO; (96«18^ and abort) and r«pf 
Xov Fo«0« and Al^Om (?•» n d 
1«48^ roit>ootivoly7 eontent* 


Interpp^i^tionr* Th« lattrlt* deposits of th« ar«a around 
Lusa* Rajgarh ware studied with refertnea to their nature 
of ooeurrence, mineralogleal ecoitents and an attmapt <m the 
genesis. These laterltes occur In isolated patches over the 
Dhandraul quartzltes which form the upper most stage of Kalmur 
Series In the Vindhyan system. These are of precambrlan In 
age. The Dhandraul quartzlte followed by a clayey horlason. 
The contact between the two Is not very sharp but it Is grada-
tional uid followed gradually by the laterltic profile. The 
lateritlc profile Is further subdivided Into various zones 
on the basis of their physical characters. 
The particle size analysis of the parlous horizons of 
laterltes together with Dhandraul quartzlte was made. The 
data were plotted in the form of histograms. The histograms 
in the ease of Dhandraul quartzltes Indicate the modal class 
poflltleCL betwe«i medium and sand size group (1/2-1/4 ma. class }• 
These are mostly blmodal and fairly sorted. The clayey 
horizgn that follows Dhandraul quartzlte shows polsmodal 
frequency dlstrllmtloai and Is poorly sorted and contains nearly 
75^ of clay fraction. The laterltes on the other hand are 
more coarser and texturally more immature and show a prepond* 
erance of gravel and sand fractions. They contain large ovoid 
particles (pisolites of hematite) set in fine ferruginous 
clay. The silt end clay contents of these laterltes are belov 
S0^« From the textural studies of these laterltes It is revealed 
that the lateritie soil it enrich#d in finer clay end poorer 
in flit fi8« fraetioKi ^ •rea« th« Iat«rit«8 are poorer 
both in lilt and olay* It is, th«r«for«« bellartd that 
tha proeass of crystalllxatlan night hava baen responslbla 
for tha convarsion of the latarltlc clay and silt into coarier 
fractions (Wentholt, see in Mohr and Van Baren, 1969). Tha 
abundance of the sand size particles in these laterltia may 
also be posulated that these might have been related to the 
stage of decomposition of the parent rock together with 
additlOTi of colloidal clay over these grains. 
The various fractions so obtained in particle size 
analysis were also studied with respect to their heavy mineral 
content (coarse fractions) and differential thermal analysis 
was made for the finer ones. The chief heavy minerals of 
the lateritic profile are zircon, tourmaline rutile and 
opaques in abundance together with actinolite, tremolite and 
glauconite in minor amount. The presence of this type of 
heavy mineral suits indicates that these are derived from 
a number of different provenances, that include contact 
metamorphic or pegmatitic source (tourmaline etc.) as well 
as minerals derived from either plutonie igneous or metamor-
fhie terrain (zircon, rutile, actinolite and tremolite). 
This indicates a mixing of two or more original sources. 
•nie differential thermal analysis for the finer fraeticHi 
indicates the presence of kaolinlbe m(»itmorillanita, goethite 
and iwcrustation of kaolinlte- gibbslta cewtposltion. The presence 
of both kaoXinite end montnorlllenlt* Isdleatts th&t 
kaolinita formed first In aeidle invironaant with food 
dralnag* whereas mOTitmorlllonlte followed kaollnlte chiefly 
in alkaline medl'Eitt and slightly stagnant oondltloins of the 
solutes. As regards, the stages of clay formations during 
laterization in the tropical areas is concerned various 
views are expressed. The author supported the observations 
of Krauskopf (1967, p,194) who regards the weathering in 
tropical regions of the original material in the same way 
as that of weathering in the temperate climates and the clay 
minerals are not the true end product of weathering but form 
the intermediate metastable condition by slow breaking of 
aluminosllicates into their constituent oxides. The presence 
of goethite and incrustation of kaolinlte - gibbslte composition, 
it is presumed that during the process of leterization leaching 
followed by enrichmfflit of iron and alumina that gradually 
crystallized out into goethite and gibbslte respectively. 
The study of these laterites under A;*/J^ <C/O»^ light also 
reveals the presence of goethite together with hematite 
and martite (pseudomorph of magnetite) and l«pidoeroeit«. 
In almost all the samples the colloform and replacement 
textures have been noticed. TTOOL their textural studies, 
it is, therefore, suggested that the magnetite was the primary 
mineral associated with the parent rock. During the process 
of leaching and enrichment (laterization) magnetite suffered 
pseudomorphie alterations^ resulting in the formation of 
martitt* 
fk9 taaplM of th« lat«rlti« profil* v«r« algo sttbjeettd 
to ehemle&X analysis« Tho resttlts to ol»taln*(l Indie&to that 
the ehief oonttsits of the profllo aro irony altmiAl^ jun and slliea* 
Thoflo eompOTioits show a great rarlatlon tra$ the fresh cottntry 
rock to the laterltie zone* The fresh quartzitle horizon i^ovs 
a very high SlOg contoit, (95.16JJ) and low amoijnt of FegOs 
and AljjOs iZmP% to 1.46J^  respectively). It is followed by 
weathered and slightly leached quartzlte with an upper-most 
enriched horizon which is marked by a slight decrease in SiO^ 
content and a marked increase in case of TepO^ and Al203(5,6^ & 
3.08^), From this horizcai onwards there is a progressive increase 
in the amount of FegOs and AI0O3 and a decrease in case of SiO?? 
content till it is reduced to "^5% in the case of laterites. 
The lateritic horizons also indicate a marked variation 
in their chemical contents, on the basis ofwhich these have 
be^i classified into, ferruginous, aluminous and coaiposite 
laterites, (Pig.ll) The later!tes have be«i classed as ferru-
ginoaa, c<Mitaln high Fe«>03/Al*>03 ratio (^,54) whereas those 
grouped as aluminous have considerably low FepOs/AlgOs ratio 
(0*46) and the ccwa^osite one lies in intermediate position 
betweon the tvo» 
CoiBiGlugloiit* ^ ^ '^ •» **i«r«foref concluded that the process of 
laterizatlon In this area has chiefly be^n governed by an 
increase In temperature, that caused weathering of the crust 
followed by Intensive paietratlon by silica free rain water. 
Due td th« Inortase oftwaperaturey the rate of ehemlcal 
reaetloQ was aleo Increased, thut the solubility of siliea 
also grww, (Krauskopf, 1959) and(Pickering 196S). Cansequently 
the extraction of silica takes place three times more at 
33®c. (Pickering^ Loc. cit ) and rain water free from rock 
forming chemical components is quite aggressive and can destroy 
very stable minerals. It washes out, K,Na, Ca, Mg as well 
as considerable pt.rt of silica. The alumina dnd part of silica 
stay behiiid as clays. Some wuDkers (Sherman, 195P) believed 
that during the TDrocees of mineralization, kaolin is formed 
as an intermediate phase. The hydrated aluminous minerals 
thus, are the result of desllication of kaolinite in the 
presence of rain water charged with humic acid either below 
or above the Ground Water Levels through gel formation (de. 
Lapparent 1935j Fredrickson, 196^). 
On the other hand Kranskopf (1967,p.194) is of the 
opinion that the clay minerals are not the true end products 
of weathering but are the metastable substances formed as 
intermediate. 
la this area also the quartzites are conformably 
followed by a clayey zcaie and the author believes that the 
weathering of the country rock at a high temperature followed 
by rainfall with subsequent removal of alkali, alkaline earths 
and greater part of slllea gave place to this intermediate 
phase • the clay stage* It was followed by leaching and 
fomatlon of colloidal or ehemioal solutions which migrated 
in the crust of weathering. It appears that iron transported 
at fvrrie oxidt hydrotol bjr aatttral v&t«rt hiflwr In organle 
matter* It is fUT)pert«d bjr th« ninftraXogleal eon tints in th«« 
eottntry rock and the pollthftd gtctlon studl«8 of thase laterittts 
\^ iieh Indicate traces of a&pietlte slugged into laartite which 
intern gave place to hematite* 
It is suggested that the laterization in this area involves 
weathering, followed by leacMng and enrichment in FeqOs and 
AI2O3 with progressive washing of SiO^ from the coimtry rock 
(quartzite ?)• It is also indicated by a gradual increase in 
the AI2O3 and Fec>03 contwit as one proceeds from the fresh 
quartzite to the top of the laterite. 
It is also believed thi^ t greater part of these laterite is 
of insltu origin and indicates that leacMng must have bean 
incomplete (Krauskopf; 1967, Lqc.cit) as is eiridensed by marked 
bedding planes separating the laterite into various zones(Plate-I, 
Figs.ldrS), but a fraction of it is t-lso of transported nature 
as is revealed by the high AI2O3 cranterit and encrustration of a 
kalolinite - gibbsit.e composition (Fig,19, Sample N0.I9) and 
presence of large sub-angular to sub-rounded quartz pebbles 
(Plat#-III, ligiD* The author also refuted the general assumption 
that the laterite possesses a textural homogeniety with predomi-
nance of silt and clay fractions because it has not been proved 
by the granulometric analysis of these laterites which tends to 
show the prepondersnct of gravel and sand fractions* (Fig,5). 
All these suggestions are tentative and require more detailed 
work which could not have been possible in this short period but 
opens a wide field for farther studies* 
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fflCPIAHATlOI OF P L A M 
FIKLD PHOTOQRAPHB 
PUTB»I 
Flg.l I- A g«n«rRl vi«w of laterltlc quarry 1 km. east of 
Imlla village showing marked bedding planes. 
Fig.? »- Another photograph of the same place with conspicuous 
bedding planes. 
PLATE~II 
Flg.l f- A typical view of the lateritic profile at the base 
of which lies Dhandraul quartzite following by clayey 
horizon which intum overlain by lateritic clay and 
laterites respectively. 
Fig,2 J- A close up of lateritic profile showing lateritic 
clay and lateritic horizons. 
PLATE~III 
Flg.l I- Another general view of lateritic profile showing 
sub-angular to sub-rounded quartz pebbles* 
Fig.2 I- Photograph showing the general sequaice starting with 
QUaytalte at the base followed by lateritic d a y 
and laterlt© respectively, 
Flg.l I- A ty]»leal view of the laterlte boulders lying over 
the lateritit elay horlzoti which contain large 
angular to sub-rounded quartz pebbles with lnelpl«it 
beddlAg planes* 
•53o 
Fit,9 »- A «loi« tm of th« l&tarlte with a M g qtiartzos* 
boulder vkieh. aseapad weathering and deeonposltlon, 
Indicating the traaeported nature of the host 
material* 
PHOTOGBAPHS OF m S D SPECIMBT3 
PLA?1!.*.V 
s 
Flg.l J- A close up of the laterite sample showing 
irregularly disseminated clay "bands(while coloured) 
Fig.?> J- Another close up of the laterite sample showing 
plsolitlc growth in the centre. 
PLATE-VI 
Flg.l I- Laterite sample showing large pisolites 
embedded in lateritic clayey matrix. 
Fig,2 t- Quartzlte sample, weathered, loose and fractured 
showing maximum enrichment of ferruginous along 
weak zones. 
PLATB-yJI 
F l g . l t" Loose l a t e r i t e samples showing large angular 
to sub-rounded quartz grains embedded in the 
ferruginous c lay . 
PHOTO««MICROQRAPHS 
PLATS-VII 
Fig. 
A typic£.l view of Dhandraul quartzlte (fresh) 
with angular to tub-rotmded quartz grains set 
in a ferruginous matrix. 
IMerossed x 36 
Thin section 
F i g . l t - IXiandratil q u a r t z i t e , s l i gh t ly w»ath«r«d and anrichad 
v l t h more ferruginous cement. 
I&icrogsed x 36 
Thin sectlcai 
Fig ,? I - Dhandraul quar tz i t e thin aectlcaii more weathered 
and anrlched with suff ic ient amount of ferruginous 
ma te i i a l . 
Ifticrossed x 36 
Thin section 
PLATE-IX 
Fig.l :« Thin section of loose laterlte showing sub-angular 
to sub-rounded quartz grains set in a ferruginous 
matrix. 
Ifocrossed x 36 
Thin section 
Fig.P I- A typical laterite thin section showing dark 
hematite in the lower second half and light 
brownish eolotufed goethite surrounding quartz 
grains in upper half portiexi of the photograph. 
Tfaorossed x 36 
Thin section 
Fig.l I- Colloform bands of hematite end goethite. 
IMcrofsed z 40 
1^11 shed section 
Fig«S f- Vein texture • a roln of lepidoeroclte in goothlte. 
Also noto roplaeomont along the voin. 
ttoerotsod x 40 
P»Xi^«d toetiofi 
mmmSUBmAmmmm 
Plg . l ! • RotDided grains of qu&rtz (dark grty) cemented 
by hematite and goethlte. 
UhcroBsed x 40 
Polished section 
Flg.P »- Pseudomorphous martlte after magnetite. 
Uncrossed x 100 
Polished section 
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